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SUMMARY
This report is the culmination of 19 interviews
with a number of activists, artists and cultural
practitioners, researchers and experts in the
migration, racial justice and cultural sector
across the UK, taking place from November
2020 to February 2021.

BARRIERS TO
COLLABORATION

OPPORTUNITIES
FOR COLLABORATION

THE FUTURE –
RECOMMENDATIONS

HISTORICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL POWER OF LARGE,
WHITE-LED1 ORGANISATIONS
Lack of language and honesty around racism was a
significant obstacle to meaningful collaborations,
especially between white and BPOC2 organisations
and individuals.

ORGANISATIONS ARE NOW MORE OPEN TO INTERSECTIONAL
THINKING AND COLLABORATIVE WORKING
The challenges and seismic events of 2020 and onwards
have pushed many organisations to question their core
objectives and ways of working, opening the door to new
conversations and ways of working.

ORGANISATIONS NEED TO REARTICULATE AND WORK FROM THEIR
CORE VALUES

GATEKEEPING AND KNOWLEDGE EXTRACTION
Larger organisations often extract ideas and knowledge
from smaller BPOC grassroot organisations without
due recognition. Lack of diversity within leadership
and strategic positions within powerful institutions
was also cited as a problem.

THERE IS RESILIENCE AND INNOVATION OUTSIDE OF THE
MAINSTREAM
BPOC and smaller organisations have developed consistent
strategies, pre and during COVID-19, creating an
opportunity to recognise their innovation and creativity
born out of their resilience.

LIVED EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE SHOULD BE HONOURED

COLLABORATIONS CAN OFTEN FEEL SUPERFICIAL AND TOKENISTIC
BPOC organisations are often only called on to collaborate
in the aftermath of the BLM uprisings and rarely for
anything beyond the realm of race.

COLLABORATION BASED ON SHARED VALUES CAN CREATE LARGER
NETWORKS, EXPERTISE AND PLATFORMING OPPORTUNITIES
Shared values and a sense of true reciprocity were
understood as key tenets to a good collaboration, which
subsequently create a solid foundation for high quality
work.

A PUNITIVE CULTURE
The deep-rooted denial about race and empire has
become so normalised that even speaking factually
about the matter is perceived as a transgression.
DIFFERENT WORKING CULTURES AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
Financial distribution within collaboration is a recurring
tension between partners with different levels of resource.
Lack of consideration for the differing salaries and budgets,
working cultures and expectations around capacity were
also recurring obstacles to collaboration.

WE NEED TO SEE THE MERIT OF ARTISTS AS CULTURAL STRATEGISTS
WHO CAN BRING THESE THREE SECTORS TOGETHER IN THEIR WORK
AND THEIR THINKING

FUNDERS SHOULD HAVE MORE PROACTIVE STRATEGIC
INVOLVEMENT
WE NEED TO NORMALISE CARE IN WORKING RELATIONSHIPS,
ESPECIALLY FOR THOSE AFFECTED BY OPPRESSIVE STRUCTURES
MORE PRIVILEGED INSTITUTIONS NEED TO MOBILISE THEIR POWER
AND RESOURCES IN A PRACTICAL WAY

THERE IS A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR CONTINUED COLLABORATION
AND DIVERSE LEADERSHIP
Existing work from The Lived Experience Leaders
Movement, The Quakers, We Belong, PopChange, as well
as creative collaborations reflecting on Windrush offer
hope for the legacy of what collaboration around culture,
migration and race could look like.

PHYSICAL DISCONNECTION AND DIGITAL DIVIDE
The pandemic has exacerbated existing levels of data
poverty leading to further disconnection.

COVER
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: A quote from an anonymous interview

1: This refers to organisations where most, if not all, strategic, board and managerial
positions are occupied by white employees
2: An acronym for Black People and People of Colour
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INTRODUCTION
While analysis of the cultural, migration and
racial justice sectors is emerging, there is little
reflection to date on how these three sectors
intersect and collaborate with one another.
To begin to address this gap, this research was
developed as an independent commission by
poet and researcher Selina Nwulu. It explores
how these sectors navigate barriers and
institutional power dynamics, with a view to
recommending how intersectional and crosssector collaboration might come about in our
current climate.
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COVER & LEFT: As Far As Isolation Goes, Basel Zaraa and Tania
El Khoury, Refugee Week 2019, V&A, © Marcia Chandra

The report was commissioned by
Counterpoints Arts, a leading national
organisation in the field of arts, migration
and cultural change. Their mission is to
support and produce art by and about
migrants and refugees, seeking to ensure
that their contributions are recognized and
welcomed within British arts, history and
culture. Counterpoints Arts work across all
art forms and collaborate with a range of
people and partners, including artists, arts/
cultural and educational organizations and
civil society activists.
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METHODOLOGY
This report is the culmination of 19 interviews with a number
of activists, artists and cultural practitioners, researchers and
experts in the migration, racial justice and cultural sector across
the UK, taking place from November 2020 to February 2021.
The majority of the interviewees have experience of at least
two of the three sectors in question. Fifteen interviewees
work in and around the cultural sector, of which thirteen also
work within racial justice. Six interviewees either have direct
experience or work in the migration sector, four of whom also
have connections within the cultural sector.
As with any research project, it is important to consider who
the interviewees are as well as the time in which the research
takes place. The majority of interviewees were BPOC and
these interviews were conducted months after conversations
around race and Black Lives Matter (BLM) resurfaced to the
mainstream. Therefore, while the scope of this research begins
to explore the degree to which all three sectors collaborate,
most interviewees reflect on partnerships between BPOC led
and white led cultural organisations, especially given the
increased interest many BPOC individuals and organisations
are experiencing from white led organisations during this time.

The terms ‘white led’ and ‘BPOC led’ organisations should
also be noted. For the purpose of this report, this refers to
organisations where most, if not all strategic, board and
managerial positions are occupied by white employees and
BPOC employees respectively. As the report will unpack, this
research takes place in a context where, as extensive research
shows, the institutions with the most power in the UK lack
meaningful diversity, and the cultural and civic sector are no
exceptions within this trend.3
While there is certainly more nuance to find within these
terms, the relationships between white led and BPOC led
organisations were the clearest and most apparent examples
emerging from this research. Though interviewees spoke of
BPOC led organisations across all three sectors, with a heavy
weighting towards racial justice, discussion about white led
organisations were predominately focussed on the cultural
sector. Additionally, there was some reflection on leadership
roles in the migration sector being disproportionately
occupied by white colleagues, with interviewees giving
varying examples of both BPOC led and white led movements
in the sector.

3: Reports from The Sutton Trust and The Stuart Hall Foundation offer
important insights on this, as does the work of Charity so White
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RIGHT: Mohammad Barranghi Fashtani, with The Art House, Who Are We?
Project 2018 at Tate Exchange, © Briony Campbell
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A BRIEF OVERVIEW:
CONTEXT OF THE CURRENT TIME

We are living in a time of radical change. While it’s important
to acknowledge the events leading up to this period: such as
the rise of far-right populism, our deepening climate crisis,
and worsening anti-immigration rhetoric, the year 2020 was a
culminative moment for these tensions to erupt. The murder
of George Floyd in May of the same year and subsequent
BLM uprisings have re-opened conversations around racial
inequality and its overt and insidious nature. This, as well as
the Windrush scandal and worsening hostile environment
policies, has increased awareness of institutional racism.

Covid-19 has further revealed the inequalities that surround
us, with black and brown communities at higher risk of death
of between 10-50 percent 4.This is especially pertinent for
those working in low paid and frontline employment; sectors
that BPOC and migrant communities disproportionately
occupy. Moreover with 47% of the creative workforce working
in a freelance capacity5, artists and creative practitioners
are facing ongoing precarity and anxiety in how to sustain
themselves during this time. The uncertainty of living within
a global pandemic, especially for those already living in crisis,
offers deep reflection on what solidarity and connection can
and should look like, with the legacies of Covid-19 likely felt on
our collective psyche for a long time.

4: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/
uploads/attachment_data/file/891116/disparities_review.pdf
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LEFT: Dead Reckoning, Bern O'Donoghue, Refugee Week 2017 at British Museum,
© Marcia Chandra

5: https://counterpointsarts.org.uk/artists-in-lockdown-a-counterpointsarts-online-survey/
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BARRIERS TO
COLLABORATION
There is a violence in institutional and structural racism.
And what makes it worse is the silence.
ANONYMOUS
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RIGHT: Akala, Rich Mix London, Refugee Week 2015 © Marcia Chandra
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

HISTORICAL AND INSTITUTIONAL POWER
OF WHITE LED ORGANISATIONS
The UK has a long history of erasing narratives around racism
and the legacy of its imperial powers. Many interviewees
reflected on this, citing the UK’s lack of language and honesty
around racism as a significant obstacle to meaningful
collaborations, especially between white and BPOC
organisations and individuals. Without deeper historical
understanding of race, it’s all too easy for white led institutions
to dismiss any racist interactions as a one-off or as exaggerated
or unrelated to systemic oppression and the UK’s deep
ingrained attitudes to race.
In reality, no collaboration is neutral, no less between a
white led institution and BPOC individual or organisation.
The different world views, lived experiences and crucially,
material resource of each respective partner shapes the nature
and motivation of the work they engage in, especially in
considering the migration and racial justice sector.

The lack of engagement and language around race was no
more apparent in the aftermath of George Floyd’s murder and
consequent global BLM uprisings. A number of interviewees
reflected on the bandwagon effect of many white led
institutions, posting black squares6 and consolatory words on
their social media channels without any open reflection on
their own racist working practices.
It was sad to see arts institutions scrambling to make statements
that couldn’t be supported without making new action plans
ANONYMOUS
Without the safety7 to express the routine ways racism often
plays out in these collaborations, these frustrations are
often the perpetual elephant in the room; a burden for the
BPOC organisation or individual to shoulder during and after
the collaboration.

6: In the aftermath of George Floyd’s murder, posting a black square on
various social media channels became a temporary emblem of solidarity
with the BLM protests
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LEFT: Celebrating Sanctuary London, Refugee Week 2014 at Riverside, Southbank,
© Nana Varveropoulou

7: Safety as in speaking without fear of gaslighting or repercussion – further
explored in the, ‘There is a punitive culture punished for speaking out’
section
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

GATEKEEPING
AND KNOWLEDGE
EXTRACTION
FROM WHITE LED
INSTITUTIONS

There’s a habitual way of working [from white led institutions] that
says, ‘you follow our lead’ but they’re getting their ideas from me
LAURA, MAOKWO
For white led organisations wanting to engage in work around
racial justice and migration, collaborations are crucial, and
the knowledge accrued from these partnerships should be
disseminated widely. However, it matters who the author
of this work is and who is seen as a source of authority.
Smaller BPOC grassroot organisations and individuals
have long suffered from having their ideas and knowledge
extracted from them by larger organisations, without due
recognition. This could look like community consultation,
focus groups and even a more established collaboration.8
Larger organisations are often perceived as a more palatable,
safer choice due to their reputation and constitutional
structures, whilst BPOC communities remain underserved
and underfunded9.
I’ve been to so many development and migration workshops
where everyone is white, it’s exhausting. They are considered a
room of experts, but what do you mean by expertise? There are a
lot of people who are very well resourced to talk about issues they
have no experience of at all
ELENA, PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH CENTRE (PIRC)

The case for having a diverse workforce has long been made.
However, particularly within the migration and racial justice
sector, it is imperative. On a very fundamental level, an all white
board and or leadership team sends a very significant message
about who can be trusted and who is and isn’t capable of the
complexities of leadership. A larger organisation speaking
on behalf of a BPOC individual or organisation perpetuates
a paternalistic dynamic and evidently risks losing so many
nuances in translation. This leads to an inevitable sense of
mistrust of white led organisations from the BPOC community,
stalling any genuine reciprocal partnerships for fear of the same
exploitation reoccurring or of BPOC organisations betraying
their communities in further engaging.
These are institutions that have long betrayed us and have done
damage to the communities we’re a part of – so it’s reasonable
for us to have doubts and question whether we would really be
heard in discussions with them.
NAIMA, INCLUSIVE MOSQUE
Moreover, individuals working with larger organisations
in, for example, a consultancy or artistic capacity, can be
particularly vulnerable with no protection over how their
ideas can very easily become absorbed into the larger
organisation. Without the heft of organisational structure,
individuals can all too often experience low pay and loss of
intellectual property over their vision.
I have to have ownership over my ideas; larger organisations do
not get to take credit for my work…a lot of work needs to go into
making sure that doesn’t happen.
KAYZA, FAMILY DINNER/ ALLIES CORNER

Interviewees also questioned the lack of representation at
a strategic level across the cultural landscape; a sector that
in Naima’s words has the power to, ‘convey and betray our
[BPOC] communities’. The lack of diversity in this sector filters
through programming and sets the tone and parameters of
how BPOC communities are represented.
How many black people working in cultural institutions
have the power to spend money and say yes? How many of
them are actually running something? Because that’s
where the power lives.
MARK, AUTOGRAPH
For the BPOC individuals working within and around the
cultural sector, it is far from uncommon to feel stifled by
racial tropes in the form of micro-aggressions. There is also
a continued lack of trust in who can take a risk and innovate;
who is worthy of large funds for research and development
and, as always, who can be trusted to lead.
People within the arts sector aren’t used to senior people being
black women, people can’t take you seriously or call you the
angry black woman.
KAYZA, FAMILY DINNER/ ALLIES CORNER
I don't think most white people have ever realised what it is like to
be a Black professional working in a white organisation before.
ANONYMOUS

8: For clarity, these methods are not problematic in and of themselves, only
in the way they have been utilised to extract information from people with
lived experience without due recognition or financial compensation
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9: A report from Ubele highlights how BAME organisations most affected by
Covid-19 are small receiving less than £10,000 and upwards to £100,000 per
annum with the majority surveyed having no reserves to fall back on
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

COLLABORATIONS CAN OFTEN FEEL
SUPERFICIAL AND TOKENISTIC

Often people are coordinating not collaborating; deep and
sustainable collaborations are quite rare.
SARAH, MIGRATION EXCHANGE
People thought they were doing diversity really well if they filled
out the diversity forms and got a tick because they programmed
some Black work.
ANONYMOUS
Several interviewees expressed feelings of disposability
when working with larger institutions; that projects BPOC
individuals and organisations had been called to be involved
in offered the larger organisation a credibility that hadn’t
been earned. A striking example of this was during the BLM
uprisings, when many interviewees commented on the surge
of newfound interest by white organisations to work with
them, many of whom hadn’t shown much, if any, interest
prior to this moment beyond Black History month. Many a
BPOC individual or organisation has to cultivate a sharp sense
of discernment around this; how to navigate engagement
borne out of a sudden sense of guilt or pseudo ‘wokeness’ that
crumbles at the first challenging conversation.
It's awful when they [white led orgs] think of a collaboration as
a quick fix to get them out of a bad track record on equality and
diversity issues or a tick box exercise to get a ‘better grade’ from
their funder or board… I’m not even saying organisations do this
consciously, but I do think it happens. It’s important for them to
do some of their own homework and solve their own problems.
DEE, INDEPENDENT
Furthermore, there is often a rudimentary understanding of
what collaborations with the BPOC community can look like.
While there are certainly ongoing narratives and histories
around race that need to be platformed, quite often this is
the only area of work BPOC organisations and individuals are
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ABOVE: Afghan Camera Box, Farhad Berahman, Who Are We? Project 2018, Tate Exchange,
© Briony Campbell

invited to contribute, leading to further feelings of tokenisation
especially when locked out of wider strategic conversations.
I’m not bothered about race, after all, skin is skin. But the
system, twists my head. l see it, l talk about it.
LAURA, MAOKWO
Somehow, we always have to be the black specialist…it would be
nice to be free, but we’re still being tokenised in that [cultural] space.
MARK, AUTOGRAPH
In addition to race, recurring themes of tokenisation arose
when understanding the role of artists in the cultural sector,
whose involvement can often be seen as the final ‘decorative’
component to a project. All too often, it’s easy to see artists
solely for their artistic outputs, without due understanding
of their multi-disciplinary ways of working as well as skills
around promotion and engagement.
I’m usually parachuted into a project, brought into four or five
days to work with communities and then leave.
MOHAMMED, SOUL CITY ARTS
Clearly there is a balance to strike between need and demand
of what each collaboration truly calls for; some artists will be
grateful to fulfil a clearly defined role and move on and an
organisation may not have capacity to offer any more than
this. But if collaborations are co-created in an integral and
meaningful way, it allows for different kinds of working that
are not solely rooted in oppression or pigeonholing.
There’s an authenticity [in meaningful collaborations] that
speaks for itself. The results are not short winded, they are
eternal, meaning they grow. What you find is that it lives.
CONNIE, DECOLONISING THE ARCHIVE
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

THERE IS A PUNITIVE CULTURE
PUNISHED FOR SPEAKING OUT
Britain doesn’t have the language to talk about race and racism
because it's hidden unlike the US or South Africa, where the
racism is in your face - it's all you can talk about there.
ANONYMOUS
There is no real forum to discuss collaborations that have ‘gone
wrong’ and it is usually the smaller organisation or individual
who has to absorb subsequent repercussions. Without a culture
of honesty, breaking the silence about race in this country is
often perceived as either fictitious or threatening, especially
when initiated by the BPOC community. Many interviewees
reflected on the reluctancy surrounding conversations about
race and privilege in this country. This is further compounded
by the erasure of race and oppression within British history,
which all too often makes raising these issues seem ‘baseless’.
One interviewee spoke at length of the cost that speaking
out has had on their life. They contacted a city council
over problematic content posted on the council’s website
concerning refugees. The council accepted this and took the
page down. On the same day, the interviewee received a letter
from the council, saying they were under investigation for
benefit fraud, an unfounded ordeal that lasted a number of
years. Unfortunately, there are many instances such as this,
that this interviewee, and many of the BPOC community more
generally, have experienced. There is a character assassination
that can go hand in hand with speaking loudly about race,
discrediting and, ironically, using racist tropes to silence

the speaker. Unsurprisingly, therefore, many conversations
around race never take place.
There is also potential reproach at an organisational level for
those trying to understand their power and the legacies of
Britain’s imperial past. The Charity Commission has been
clear to warn charities, such as the National Trust, who
recently published a report linking the 93 properties in their
care to colonialism and historic slavery10, against revisionist
histories and deviating from their charitable objectives in the
quest of ‘wokedom’.11
The deep-rooted denial about race and empire has become
so normalised, that even speaking factually about the matter
is perceived as a transgression. Many interviewees, and the
wider BPOC community alike, are faced with this hostility
when speaking about race in general, but also how it plays out
in their collaborations with white-led organisations. Without
an accepted language and historical understanding of race
and racism, no real or pro-active cultural change can occur.

10: https://www.nationaltrust.org.uk/features/addressing-the-histories-ofslavery-and-colonialism-at-the-national-trust
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LEFT: EbsilJaz, Refugee Week 2018, KOKO London, © Marcia Chandra

11: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8996635/CharityCommission-chair-BARONESS-STOWELL-Leave-political-fights-charity.
html
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

DIFFERENT WORKING CULTURES
AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
The way power plays out in partnerships between Black-led
and white-led organisations is really significant. A white-led
organisation raises funds for a collaborative project and
there's a little project fee for the Black-led organisation,
but all the rest goes to the white-led organisation. If you
want to understand racism in the arts, follow the money;
how and where it is spent.
ANONYMOUS
Perhaps unsurprisingly, money and how it is distributed
within collaboration, was a recurring point raised by many
interviewees. While partners applying for joint funds is not
uncommon, a larger institution may well have alternatively
secured funds for a project before reaching out to a partner(s)
with their idea for collaboration, setting the tone for how
respective partners might engage.
In practice, people with time and resource have the power to
bring in and exclude into the space - a set of behaviours that
are very counter to collaboration. There are often explicit and
implicit racial dynamics and exclusion around who can do this
work and how.
SARAH, MIGRATION EXCHANGE

COUNTERPOINTS.

By extension, for grassroot organisations and individuals
working with larger organisations, the difference in working
cultures can be striking. A larger organisation may be more
hierarchical, while a grassroots organisation more reactive and
agile, both in organisational structure and ways of working.
When coming together to work on a joint project, interviewees
reflected on tensions in differences between pace and capacity.
We worked with a major museum…they were very prescriptive
about what they wanted. We are agile and have to do quick turn
arounds but the major museums have to plan years ahead
SOPHIE, MIGRATION MUSEUM
There is also an ethical consideration in how, even beyond
a project fee, partners will likely be working on different
pay scales and levels of security. A project manager at an
established institution is likely to operate on a different
pay scale and contract than a project manager working at a
grassroots organisation, who might work part-time or even
be a volunteer. How is this understood in the division of
labour and expectations of working together? How often is the
freelancer or small charity, struggling to fund their core costs,
paid for provisional conversations and the initial thinking
behind a project? Partnerships should not be devoid of care,
particularly with racialised and migrant groups both working
in and affected by systems of oppression.

RIGHT: Aar Manta, Refugee Week 2017, British Museum, © Marcia Chandra
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BARRIERS TO COLLABORATION

PHYSICAL DISCONNECTION
AND DIGITAL DIVIDE
A lot people in our neighbourhood are non-digital.
HELEN, EAST STREET ARTS
The digital divide has always been there, but this year has
exposed how much we’re relying on IT [information technology].
There are people that don’t have access to computers, can’t
afford data, or have weak access. This is a local and global issue.
OLU, 100 BLACK MEN
The pandemic has seen our collective digital engagement
skyrocket significantly. While in many ways this has
facilitated consistent and new forms of collaboration, it has
also exacerbated existing levels of data poverty leading to
further disconnection. All too aware of this, a number of
interviewees are working with people who are only available
via phone, sometimes shared between a family, limiting the
quality of interaction.

We used to have monthly meetings… but doing them online has
safeguarding risks. Some people are not out [have not widely
shared their sexual orientation], so we can’t take the risk of
moving these online and not knowing who is there.
LENI, UK LESBIAN & GAY IMMIGRATION GROUP
For those relying on face-to-face communication when
working for and in collaboration with their local communities,
the barriers to meaningful connection in this moment are
clear. Additionally, artists who have low data and unreliable
access may not be able to connect with larger organisations
who have fallen into the culture of online engagement
without consideration of unequal data access in their strategic
thinking. So often when it comes to systems of oppression,
those with the means to be visible are often heard and given a
platform over others who do not.

What’s more, creating engagement solely online assumes
everyone has consistent and reliable access to a computer,
relevant software and sufficient data. It also assumes a level
of emotional safety that those who are online are comfortable
enough to engage via the medium.

COUNTERPOINTS.

LEFT: Lowkey, Refugee Week 2018, KOKO London, © Marcia Chandra
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR
COLLABORATION
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RIGHT: The Consul, Opera Machine & Kent Opera, Who Are We? Project 2018
at Tate Exchange, © Briony Campbell
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

ORGANISATIONS ARE MORE OPEN TO INTERSECTIONAL
THINKING AND COLLABORATIVE WORKING
People are ready for more radical messaging.
NAIMA, INCLUSIVE MOSQUE
It is clear that we are in an era of change, with seismic events
happening on a global scale. This and the challenges of 2020
onwards have pushed many organisations to question their
core objectives and ways of working. The crisis of Covid-19
continues to highlight systemic inequalities along lines of
race, disability and class, amongst others. It has also pushed
a large proportion of us to redefine how we work together,
opening the door to new conversations and ways of relating
to one another, as so often a crisis demands. Moreover, in
light of the BLM uprisings, race has become a more explicit
conversation. Institutions in positions of relative comfort,
working with the BPOC community, have had to listen and
reckon with how racism remains largely unchanged, perhaps
for the first time.

[After the BLM uprisings] People felt allowed to be bold and
able to say things that perhaps you might have previously held
back from.
MOHAMMED, SOUL CITY ARTS
There is also more understanding that collaborative working
is essential, particularly with organisations lacking lived
knowledge and experience of migrant and racial justice within
their internal structures. Acknowledging this has the potential
to add a new dynamism to collaborative working, one where
material resource isn’t the only currency.

Many BPOC organisations and individuals have found this
time has called on them to be more transparent about issues
of race, as if the present moment has weakened some of
the institutional defensiveness around which many have
become accustomed. More people have been looking to the
BPOC community for narratives to understand our current
context, given this is a community already well versed in
understanding crisis, uncertainty and navigating oppressive
structures.

COUNTERPOINTS.

LEFT: Hamsa Mounif trio, Refugee Week 2018, V&A Museum, © Marcia Chandra
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

THERE IS RESILIENCE AND INNOVATION
OUTSIDE OF THE MAINSTREAM
The paradigm we’ve been working in has always positioned us in
a place of minority, working with barriers and less access, It [the
changes of 2020] really hasn’t changed anything for us because
we’ve always been working in a very stressed framework – lots of
black organisations will tell you the same.
CONNIE, DECOLONISING THE ARCHIVE
The consistent resilience of BPOC and smaller organisations
and how they’ve had to employ collaborative working,
amongst many other strategies, to remain sustainable
should not go unrecognised12. Strikingly, many of the BPOC
led organisations interviewed had not made significant
adjustments to their ways of working or priorities beyond the
practicalities of physical working due to Covid-19. Not only
does this speak to the constant state of crisis many BPOC
organisations have to operate within, but it also highlights
how the concerns and work of the BPOC community around
access, equality and race, have been long missing from the
mainstream agenda.

We’ve been saying Black Lives Matter forever; through our
programme and through giving support to black artists that talk
about the complexity of black lives and how they matter.
MARK, AUTOGRAPH
While it’s important not to romanticise struggle and advocate
for better funding of BPOC organisations, it is also important
to recognise the innovation and creativity born out of their
survival. In a time where the civic and cultural sector face
the sobering realities of having to operate with less and of
ongoing crisis and uncertainty, there is a significant amount
of learning and experience that BPOC organisations and
individuals can offer during this time.

12: Nor should the valued BPOC organisations that have had to close due to
lack of funding

COUNTERPOINTS.

RIGHT: Dead Reckoning, Bern O’Donoghue, Refugee Week 2017, British
Museum, © Marcia Chandra
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

COLLABORATION BASED ON SHARED VALUES
CAN CREATE LARGER NETWORKS, EXPERTISE AND
PLATFORMING OPPORTUNITIES

Once you identify right partners, they bring their networks.
SAM, MIGRATION MATTERS FESTIVAL
Of all the collaborations, the ones [organisations] that I’ve
worked with consistently have aligned with my political aims
and the groups that I’m serving.
KAYZA, FAMILY DINNER/ ALLIES CORNER
When reflecting on what qualities were crucial for meaningful
collaboration, near all interviewees spoke about the
necessity for shared values and a sense of true reciprocity.
An understanding of this between collaborators means
being able to have conversations about power dynamics
as well as division and recognition of labour throughout
the working relationship. Tension is inevitable when, for
example, one partner is trying to reach a certain community
to fulfil a funding requirement while the other partner is
deeply invested in working with and for the good of that
same community – both partners may seem to be heading
in the same direction, but the underlying motivations are
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very different. So, while, of course, there may always be some
differing motivations for working in collaboration, there does
need to be an alignment of deeper core values.
For individuals and smaller organisations, working with
collaborators can be an essential way of working, a key tenet
to their livelihood. For instance, collaborating with a researchbased institution can add another layer of nuance to their
work. Similarly, building collaborative networks of smaller
organisations, also working within race and migrant sectors,
can add capacity to work that is underfunded and amplify
perspectives and voices so crucial to this time.

You gain different perspectives [from working in collaboration]
and a wider pool of expertise as well as conceptual
understanding and frameworks…that you wouldn’t otherwise
have access to.
OLU, 100 BLACK MEN
We can’t parachute in[to vulnerable communities] as an
organisation, as this is problematic. So we try to identify
organisations working in these community spaces with different
groups, who were able to do community outreach
SAM, MIGRATION MATTERS FESTIVAL

Meaningful collaborations can be an apt opportunity for
organisations thinking about their power; ensuring the work
is impactful and creating a legacy for their partners beyond
the work itself. There is also more support that an organisation
can offer; support in kind on a funding application, spare
office space, facilitating introductions to relevant contacts
and championing the work outside of the immediate working
relationship – these actions speak to the ‘aliveness’ that
Connie from Decolonising the Archive refers to around good
and sustainable partnerships.

For individual artists and freelancers, collaborations with
larger organisations are also essential, enabling more access to
networks and platforms that might be very difficult to achieve
alone. Covid-19 has also broken down some of the barriers
to organisations, especially in the cultural sector, that had
previously seemed more inaccessible, now a zoom chat or live
stream away.

ABOVE: Lowkey, Refugee Week 2018, KOKO London, © Marcia Chandra
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

THERE IS A STRONG FOUNDATION FOR CONTINUED
COLLABORATION AND DIVERSE LEADERSHIP

Whilst the moment forges interest in new ways of working, it
also presents an opportunity to understand movements and
collaborations already working in a multi-disciplinary way
and engaging in cross-sector thinking. The Lived Experience
Leaders Movement13 is a network that honours individuals
with direct, first-hand experience of a social issue and the
leadership and innovation they have developed as a result of
this perspective. This collective unites a network of leaders
and the movements they’re connected to, as well the ways they
work to centre both community and system level change.
The Quakers is an example of an organisation with a long
history, looking to put its social driven values into action. Their
work around migration is unpinned by racial inequality and
notions of justice, building both an understanding of racism as
well as laws on destitution, deportation and the links in between.
This is exemplified by short courses they offer which unpick at
the roots of the UK’s unjust immigration system and how it can
be dismantled14. A more recent example of innovative leadership
work in this area comes from We Belong15, an organisation run
by young people who have migrated to the UK, campaigning for
shorter routes to citizenship, equal access to higher education
and an end to the hostile environment.
The Windrush scandal, by its very nature, brought together
different movements to collaborate on an injustice very clearly
bound in both racial and migrant injustice.
At times BLM has felt more conceptual, as something that’s
always been there... But Windrush has had far more immediate
emotional resonance for migrant groups and community
organisations. It’s been a live issue that has pushed many of us
to respond and interact with the authorities, as it has brought
home many uncomfortable realisations about how we are seen
and the extent to which we are accepted in society.
OLU, 100 BLACK MEN

Several interviewees cited Windrush as a striking example
of migrant and racial justice sector partnership. While
the historical and ongoing mistreatment of Windrush
generation shouldn’t be undermined, it does highlight both
an opportunity and imperative to further strengthen analysis
and narratives around both migrant and racial justice work
and collaboration. Furthermore, the adaption of Andrea
Levy’s Small Island at the National Theatre16, the BBC Drama,
Sitting in Limbo17 and the first contemporary dance work,
Windrush: Movement of the People, from Phoenix Dance
Theatre18, reaffirm the importance of the cultural sector to
reflect, humanise and critique social justice narratives we’re
surrounded and affected. This is further exemplified by the
work of Pop Change19, an initiative situated at the intersection
of pop culture, racial justice and migration, to explore and
shift how we think and feel about migration and displacement
in the UK. Working in partnerships with a network of artists
and activists, they’ve collaborated with the rapper Lady
Leshurr and refugee and migrant comedy collective, No
Direction Home, among many others.
These are just a few examples of movements, organisations,
and artistic responses which showcase the innovation,
leadership and collaboration across these different sectors.
Collaboration in and across these sectors have always been
there, working from a place of authenticity and a drive to
elevate the work to the platform it deserves.

13: https://lexmovement.org/
14: https://www.woodbrooke.org.uk/product/understanding-the-roots-ofthe-uks-immigration-system-and-how-to-dismantle-it/
15: https://www.webelong.org.uk/about-us
16: https://www.nationaltheatre.org.uk/shows/small-island
17: https://www.radiotimes.com/tv/drama/sitting-in-limbo-review/
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LEFT: East Yard Community Meal, Lucky Moyo, as part of Something Held in the Mouth by
Custom Folkestone, for Platforma 5, © Custom Folkestone

18: https://www.phoenixdancetheatre.co.uk/production/windrushmovement-of-the-people/
19: https://popchange.co.uk/
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RIGHT: Native Sun, Refugee Week 2018, KOKO London, © Marcia Chandra
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ORGANISATIONS NEED TO REARTICULATE
AND WORK FROM THEIR CORE VALUES
Good partnerships begin from a place of shared values.
Tensions arise when organisations co-opt the language of
progress and equality for their forward-facing work, without
working on this internally. When a collaborator comes, often
attracted by the outward face and seemingly similar values
of the organisation, they can find themselves bound to an
organisation that may not live up to its promise. This may
not even be an intentional ‘deception’ of the organisation, but
a lack of realisation that both the articulation and action of
their values takes deep ongoing work. It also means reckoning
with the historical and present power their institution holds.
It is very challenging for a BPOC individual or organisation to
speak to oppressive structures when the organisation is not
willing to do this work.
We’re always doing the learning work for people.
We always have to start from a place that is teaching.
MARK, AUTOGRAPH
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Without this understanding, the BPOC individual and
organisation is effectively doing two jobs; that of teaching an
organisation of their privilege, or at least navigating it, and
the actual project work at hand. This is why it is so crucial an
organisation commits to this reflection beforehand, so that
an institution can use these values to anchor the project and
more broadly their organisational practice. It then becomes
more than a ‘nice to have’ to hire more diversely, but an
imperative, and engagement with the BPOC community and
collaborators is based on meaningful engagement rather than
a transactional way of working. To further understand this, all
collaborators need to articulate their core values, needs and
working expectations with current and prospective partners to
understand their compatibility.

ARTISTS AS CULTURAL
STRATEGISTS
Of all interviewees, it was the artists who were able to speak to
the cultural, migrant and racial justice sector interchangeably.
Creative practice is inherently discursive and multidisciplinary.
While organisations trying to make further connections
between these sectors may need to navigate bureaucratic
processes and predefined project strands, artists are agile and
experimental by nature. There is lost potential in only seeking
artists for work after the ‘thinking’ is done. Artists have much
to contribute when it comes to re-envisioning narratives and
work streams, as well as engaging wider communities into
the conversation. Clearly, this should not be a one size fits all
approach; artists who only want to commit to their artistic
practice should be given the space to do so, moreover, this
approach shouldn’t be used as an opportunity to overburden
artists and absolve others of their responsibility. But artists
who use their art as an intentional vehicle for social change
should be engaged within collective thinking around new
collaborative ways of working and beyond.
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LIVED EXPERIENCE AND
KNOWLEDGE SHOULD
BE HONOURED
It is crucial that lived experience and knowledge is honoured
and elevated, especially when it comes to migrant and racial
justice. Organisations looking to collaborate with BPOC
organisations and individuals need to be in conversation with
their collaborators about the ways in which this knowledge is
used. As we know, the positives to meaningful collaboration
with larger institutions offer great potential in giving a wider
platform to overlooked narratives, but how this is done is
crucial. Histories of co-option and extraction from white-led
organisations mean that many would-be collaborators are
often reluctant to engage for fear of having their idea and
experiences misrepresented, watered down or removed from
them completely.
As organisations begin to become better versed in race,
migration and the oppressive structures that frame them, they
need to honour the people and movements that have brought
this knowledge to the fore, often at great cost. In the words of
academic Sara Ahmed, ‘citation is how we acknowledge our
debt to those who came before; those who helped us find our
way when the way was obscured because we deviated from the
paths we were told to follow’.20
Citation is just one way this work can and should be valued
as a minimum, but more crucially supporting people to share
their own narratives, however they deem it appropriate,
especially for work done on a grassroots level with a limited
amount of visibility.
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20: https://digitalfeministcollective.net/index.php/2018/01/13/the-politics-of-citation/

FUNDERS SHOULD HAVE MORE
PROACTIVE STRATEGIC INVOLVEMENT
Funders need to do some of the leg work of how to fund
collaborations and support the three areas, not just ‘respond
to what people bring to us’ They need to roll their sleeves up
and get stuck in.
SARAH, MIGRATION EXCHANGE
Funders have the power to set the agenda and therefore hold
recipients of their funds accountable. This means there is huge
potential in funders encouraging work that looks at migration
more explicitly through a racial justice lens, using the cultural
sector to both convey and create work connected to this. If a
funded organisation working within the race and migration
sector is majority or all white led, there needs to be criteria
and evaluation that ensures good collaboration with relevant
partners with lived experience as well as equitable pay scales
in operation.

For this to take place meaningfully, funders will also have
to further engage in conversations about their power and
unconscious biases over who is often deemed worthy
of funding and why. The question of diversity and lived
experience in the funding sector is also pertinent. Without
these conversations continuing to happen in parallel with
the civic and cultural sector, these structures will remain
largely unchanged and left to the inclination of individual
organisations.

I don’t think a project should be funded unless they’re led
by the people most affected. I don’t think this is common
practice. White saviourism is in operation in the sector. Until
organisations start reflecting on racial justice for themselves,
they won’t see this issue.
ELENA, PIRC
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NORMALISING CARE

Care needs to be front and centre of working relationships,
particularly within migrant and racial justice sectors which
have very real and tangible impacts on people’s lives .
Race, displacement and oppression are neither neutral nor
theoretical subjects. If someone is called to speak extensively
about difficult subjects that go hand in hand with oppression,
there needs to be some understanding of the emotional labour
that goes into this.

Organisations seeking to create partnerships with collaborators
whose life experiences are vastly different from their own need
to redefine pace, output expectation and should be prepared to
do more of the heavy administrative lifting where appropriate.
Institutions going into a collaboration with the expectation that
collaborators need adhere to their culture is all too indicative
of assumptions and expectations around who gets to be the
dominant party in the relationship.

Let’s bring humanity back into the room – no one really cares
about the person… but about the partnership, the outputs and
how we impress the funders. How does the person feel in this
work, is it a safe space and if not, how do we navigate this?
KAYZA, FAMILY DINNER/ ALLIES CORNER

Because you’re working with groups who are all underfunded
and severe lack of resource, immediately you’re looking at a
situation where people are stressed and overworked. People are
working in hyper mode. As a result, what you find is that you
have to walk in [to the relationship] with that in mind.
CONNIE, DECOLONISING THE ARCHIVE

A recurring theme through many of the interviews was a sense
of exhaustion for those working in this space; BPOC individuals
and orgs working on the frontlines for their communities,
being the only person of colour in a white organisation trying
to navigate conversations about race, surviving in a highly
racialised society and the daily trauma of seeing black and
brown lives repeatedly killed with impunity. Additionally,
Covid-19 has many reflecting more generally on capacity, grief
and isolation and how expectations of ‘business as normal’ is
an approach void of care and consideration during this time.
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MORE PRIVILEGED
INSTITUTIONS NEED TO
MOBILISE THEIR POWER
AND RESOURCES IN A
PRACTICAL WAY
Anti-racist work can’t be just about mobilising and
educating non-black people, it has to be about joy and
redistributing resources
NAIMA, INCLUSIVE MOSQUE
For organisations reckoning with their privilege, there needs
to be an understanding that if anti-racist work is solely about
educating white people and institutions, it still centres whiteness
and does not help to rectify the ways in which living under
oppressive structures have stifled the progress and talents of
the BPOC community. Understanding how this privilege can be
mobilised to support the work of BPOC collaborators is crucial.
Several organisations interviewed were deep in reflection about
what this could look like; whether through offering structural
support to emerging unregistered groups or Community Interest
Companies (CICs). Other interviewees had similar thoughts
around fulfilling a secretariat role for organisations that have
less resources; taking minutes for meetings, processing invoices,
so their collaborators could devote more time to do the work
on the ground. This is collaboration without seeking external
recognition, but rather a way of working based on equitable
values that proactively leverages power to offer practical support.
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CONCLUSION
Understanding the nature of relationships between the
cultural, migration and racial justice sector is important and
complex work. While the findings of this report highlight some
of the barriers and opportunities to meaningful collaboration,
largely between white and BPOC led organisations, it’s
clear more focus and investment into how to build better
understanding of the links between racial and migration
justice is essential work moving forward.
Though themes of race, structural oppression and power are
very apparent within this research, it’s essential to understand
this is an underlying and systemic issue that could therefore
speak to any sector. However, those working specifically in
the race, migration and the cultural sector, which has the gift
and responsibility of conveying these stories, need to be at the
forefront of conversations around power, representation and
meaningful change, as a leading example to others.
For many interviewees reflecting on race, these experiences
and stories are not new, with many of the barriers outlined in
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this report largely historical. But entering this unprecedented
era presents many of us with the opportunity to confront the
mainstream norms in our professional cultures that are not
working. The isolation that Covid-19 requires of many of us
offers an implicit contradiction when seeking to understand
what connection can look during this time. However, just as
the pandemic has prompted new means of communication
and engagement, it also presents an opportunity to reframe
and reflect more broadly on how to repair past and current
harms and commit to deep change for collaborations based
on shared values, care and true equity.
Past the outward gush of statements, I hope there is structural
and cultural change beyond a tick box and cosmetic level…
Things have changed so dramatically it seems irrelevant to work
in the same way. The arts are always looking at how they’re
valued and this is a real opportunity for the sector to show they
do add value and are a vital part of this change.
ANONYMOUS

RIGHT: Lowkey (with EbsilJaz, Native Sun, AWATE and KMT), Refugee Week 2018 at
KOKO London, © Jose Farinha
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